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this was a way to solve a societal issue and to assist those concerned
with moving on in career and academics.

He pointed out that the programme would be run as full time and
that classes would commence in January 2024, every Saturday and
Sunday, across six semesters. Making further analysis, Dr.
Oloruntoba remarked that the six- semester period would allow
each student earn sufficient credit units to qualify for a standard
degree, which would be reflected in the transcripts and make the
graduates eligible for Master’s academic studies anywhere in the
world.

The Director said that the fees were reasonable and that the location
of the University in Lagos makes it ideal for those living or working in
Lagos and the environs.
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In its bid to enlighten prospects on the essence
and modalities of its newly introduced degree
conversion programmes, Trinity University has
on October 26 convened the first in the series
of live webinars to promote the idea of
Conversion from HND/ACA/ACIB/ACIS to
degree qualifications to the public and provide
clarifications, as may be necessary.

Speaking at the maiden edition of the Webinar,
Dr. Bode Oloruntoba, Director, TU Consult, said 
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The team drew the conclusion after reviewing the curriculum, staff compliment, laboratories, classrooms,
library, facilities, hostel accommodation, relationships with other health institutions guided by executed
MOU’s and students’ activities in the faculty. 

However, the team also pointed out that while what they had seen was a good starting point for the
University, there were areas to improve on. Such areas include the need to have professors in the faculty,
to have Nursing Education as a department, to review the present curriculum having run it for five years
now, to reduce the workload of the 200 level students, to make the laboratories more professionally
structured and complimented, to add more numbers to the models and specimens, to build up faculty
library in place, to make the hostel accommodation more supportive for the students, to provide fire
proof cabinet in the Dean’s office and to provide a car attached to the office of the Dean. 

Responding, the acting Vice Chancellor, Professor Clement Olusegun Olaniran Kolawole, appreciated the
team for such a comprehensive report. He reassured the team that every point they had raised would be
duly attended to.

The Nursing and Midwifery Council of Nigeria
(NMCN)’s team on accreditation visit has
commended Trinity University for the quality of
its Nursing Science programme. Making the
remark at its exit briefing after a three-day
personnel and resource assessment, the leader
of the delegation, Professor Adesola
Ogunfowokan, said: “Looking at the Faculty of
Nursing, you have done well.”
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Group Photograph of TU Management, led by the Vice-Chancellor, Prof C O O Kolawole (middle,
in glasses) and NMCN team, led by Prof. Adesola Ogunfowokan (in pink, beside the VC)
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On the flip side, however, the visiting
team observed that the number of books
in the library needed to increase and that
safety sign-posts were required at some
points in the premises, among areas to
address. 

Elated and looking straight at the visiting
professor, the acting Vice Chancellor,
Trinity University, Professor C O O
Kolawole responded with a banter: “The
moment I first set eyes on you, I knew
you were a harbinger of good news!” 

The Vice Chancellor thereafter thanked
the team for putting the University on
the right path and promised that Trinity
University was going to promptly address
every concern raised. He further wished
the team a safe journey back home. 
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A team from the National Universities
Commission (NUC), led by Professor
Isoken Toto Aighewi, which visited Trinity
University on October 20, 2023, on
resource inspection, in preparation for the
commencement of the Health Information
Management programme, has given the
University a positive assessment in its
preliminary exit briefing to the University’s
management.  

The team noted that the University had
existing basis with which to build on. This
included having allied health programmes
in place, having clear designated
classrooms with both electronic and
traditional boards, computer systems,
functional e-library and also having MOU
with other health institutions around.
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ICAN ACCREDITS
TRINITY UNIVERSITY’S
ACCOUNTING DEGREE

PROGRAMME
Innocent Iweka Okwusa
PhD, FCA 59th President

In her comments, the acting Dean, Faculty
of Arts, Management and Social Sciences,
Dr. Folakemi Ohunakin, said that the
accreditation was a desirable outcome, and
well deserved by the University,
considering the investment in human,
material and time resources to make sure
that the total person is produced in Trinity
University. 
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Trinity University’s Accounting degree programme has
received the full accreditation of The Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Nigeria, ICAN, according to a
letter from the office of the Registrar/Chief Executive
of the accounting body. The letter reads, “we are
pleased to inform you that the Council of the Institute
has approved full accreditation of the B.Sc. Accounting
programme of your university.
The accreditation is for the duration of four academic
sessions with effect from 2022/2023 to 2024/2025.” 

… “We are thrilled,” says Trinity University’s
Vice Chancellor

Responding to the
development, the acting
Vice Chancellor of the
University, Professor
Clement Olusegun
Olaniran Kolawole says,
“We are thrilled to
receive this accreditation
from ICAN. 

It is a testament to the
quality of our
programmes, and to the
hard-work and
dedication of our faculty
and staff, in providing
high-quality education to
our students.”

…Accreditation well deserved –
Acting Dean of Faculty

…ICAN accreditation offers a bundle
of benefits - Olowosegun 

Dr. Oladipo Olowosegun of the Accounting
Department of the University, analyzing the
implication, says:  “It will enable graduates
of the University to receive exemptions
from ICAN foundation exams, and start
their chartered process from the skills
stage, rather than from the foundation
stage. Another benefit is that Trinity
students could apply for student
membership of the body. They are also
eligible to enter into other programmes and
competitions organized by the accounting
body, among other benefits.” 
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“I HAD ONLY THREE
DAYS TO PREPARE,

AND I WON!”
- OWODUNNI
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In her paper, Maayofoluwa observes that artificial intelligence (AI) has led to a worldwide
revolutionary change in the dynamics and operations of the commodities and exchange market.
She argues, however, that AI cannot replace the human being, at least in the immediate future.
Recalling how she came into the contest, Maayofoluwa said that she got to know of the
competition only three days to submission deadline, through her lecturer, Mrs. Ayobola Charles,
who did not only introduce her to the competition, but also encouraged and mentored her.

“I was shocked to learn that I had won the prize,” the young student economist enthuses.
Obviously happy, and bursting into rounds of laughter, all through the conversation, Maayofoluwa
gives God all the glory for the achievement. She also appreciates Mrs. Charles who gave her the
lead and the encouragement.

Mrs. Ayobola, on her part, said she was happy and elated that her student emerged a winner. She
said that she was not surprised, having known Maayofoluwa as one of the best students in the
class. She said that Maayofoluwa was intelligent, diligent and goes out of her way to learn. She
advised other students to be diligent, hardworking and learn to exact themselves.

Miss Maayofoluwa Owodunni, a 300-level student
of Economics, Trinity University, has emerged the
second-place winner in the maiden edition of the
Lagos Commodities and Futures Exchange (LCFE)
Essay Competition for the tertiary level, at the 3 rd
Annual Financial Literacy Seminar, 2023, organized
by the Exchange.
The essay competition required the participants to
submit entries of 3,000 words, on the topic:
“Exploring the Future: Can AI Replace Human
Traders in Commodities Exchange?” 
For her feat, she has earned herself the LCFE
certificate of outstanding performance, a one-
month internship at the Exchange and a cash prize
of N100,000.00 (One Hundred Thousand Naira).
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TU Student Wins
Lagos Commodities

and Futures Exchange
(LCFE) Prize

Picture shows Ag. HOD, Political Science, Dr. Julius Anjorin
(standing mid-row in glasses), TU students and some staff

of NIPOST, during the visit.

Beyond the Classrooms  Series...
Trinity University students visit International

Mail Processing Centre (IMPC), of NIPOST
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Badagry is historical as a key post for the export of over
500,000 African slaves across the sea, during the slave

trade that lasted for more than 300 years.

Renowned for its heritage of arts, history and culture,
Badagry is home to museums depicting the horror and

injustice of the transatlantic slave trade.

Exciting experience as TU
students make excursion to

Badagry Slave Museum
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